Note from the Editors

Good news arrived just before publication of this second issue of our fourth volume: *Nordic Wittgenstein Review* has been awarded a grant for the publication of the journal for three years forward from NOP-HS, the Nordic Board for Periodicals in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

More good news. Our Preprint Open Review procedure, in which accepted papers are posted online a month before proper publication, available for comments, aiming at improving their quality, has proved effective again. Two of our authors in this issue have been contacted thanks to the Open Review, resulting in interesting conversations or even changes in the paper. The Open Review is nice for the authors: it’s a way to celebrate a forthcoming publication.

The Editorial board for NWR has appointed new editors for 2017-18: Gisela Bengtsson and Tove Österman, Uppsala, Sweden. Give them your suggestions for invited papers when you meet them, or contact the editor-in-chief! We are looking forward to this collaboration. Also keep an eye on our notifications or our Facebook page: we are currently working on implementing some variety of print-on-demand for our journal.

A new advisory board has begun its term. We welcome and thank all of them for joining in, and we thank our original advisory board for their input!

As always, thanks are due. Special thanks go to our authors and reviewers, without which there would be no NWR, and to editors and editorial board, who donate their time and attention for the sake of the community of scholars, by upholding this project of academic communication.

Åbo/Odense/Stockholm, Dec. 2015
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